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Cardiac arrest one of the main causes of death 
Only 20% of affected people survive 
































From board game to multi-user mobile learning game 
      28.09.17   |   Research & Innovation Week, University of South Africa, R. Klemke 
 
ARLearn:	Plaporm	for	mobile	serious	games	
•  Sensor	enabled	(locaXon,	camera,	QR)	
•  MulX-user,	mulX-role	game	play	
•  Clients	for	Android	and	iOS	
•  Open	Source	
•  hUp://ou.nl/arlearn		
•  hUps://code.google.com/p/arlearn/		
Ternier,	S.,	&	Klemke,	R.	(2011).	ARLearn	and	StreetLearn	sorware	for	virtual	reality	and	augmented	reality	mulX	user	
learning	games	(Version	1.0)	[Computer	sorware].	Heerlen,	The	Netherlands:	Open	Universiteit	in	the	Netherlands.		
